
 
O4U Event Presentation Consent Form 

Sessions of the _______________________________ (event name) from _____________ (start date) through 
_____________ (end date) will be recorded.    

These recordings may capture one or more of the following elements: presentation slides, audio of presenters and 
participants, video of presenters and participants, and/or still photographs of presenters and participants.   

This form constitutes O4U’s request for permission to disseminate recordings of you which may be captured during this 
event. This agreement addresses the use, in any published form or medium, of all information and materials collected, and 
more specifically: 
 
1. This authorization and release involves rights to use, repurpose, publicly display, create derivatives, and/or 

rebroadcast for educational purposes in all formats and media, and in any part of the world for an unlimited period of 
time. 

2. The original source will be fully credited. 
3. Permissions granted to O4U restrict in no way your own rights or the rights of others you may authorize to 

disseminate or publish any part of this material in any form. 
____________________________________________________________________________________  

 I give Out for Undergrad and those acting within its authority the right to reproduce, publish, circulate or 
otherwise use any and all materials collected and/or produced by O4U or in its behalf by any other person for 
educational purposes.    
 

 I also agree that I may be identified by name, and I fully understand that this is a complete release of all claims 
against O4U or any other person, firm, or corporation by reason of any such use of such information, content, and 
materials.   

 
 I would like to request the following specific exclusions: (For example: If certain slides include figures or images 

which should not be broadly disseminated, please specify below, and they will be removed or hidden during post 
production.)  

 

Name:  ______________________________________  Email: __________________________  

Affiliation:  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
Exclusions (if any):_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Please email completed form to Amanda.ZielinskiSlenski@outforundergrad.org and Conference Director  
 
Audience: Conference/event presenters, speakers, and performers  
Executed by: Conference teams  
Revised: January 13, 2022  
Archived: Four years post event date  
Form Contact: Amanda Zielinski Slenski 

mailto:Amanda.ZielinskiSlenski@outforundergrad.org

